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Monday

Phonics
Use the activity
booklet to encourage
children to practice
identifying phase 2
tricky words. The
booklet contains a
selection of activities
such as drawing lines
to match halves of
Christmas crackers
together, colouring
baubles on a
Christmas tree or
matching labelled
presents to Santa's
sacks ready to go on

Writing
Enjoy the story, A Christmas Collar
On Christmas Eve, Mila and Lumi find
something special sparkling in the snow.
"Mila popped the collar around Lumi's
neck to keep it safe until they could find
the owner.” But is there more to the
Christmas collar than meets the eye? Will
Lumi find the real owner on her magical
Christmas adventure? Find out as you read
A Christmas Collar story together.
Use the story map to retell the main
events of the story. This worksheet could
be used as a starting point for the children
to write their own stories.

Maths
Use the Christmas Maths Workbook for Year 1 or
reception.
It's filled with seasonal illustrations and themes to
motivate children - from Snowman Subtraction to
carrying out number bonds on Santa's tummy!
Year 1 children will be able to practice:
How to read and interpret mathematical statements
involving addition.
How to write mathematical statements using plus,
minus and equals.
Mixed number bonds to 10 and 20.

Other
PE
Use the home learning
PE sheet with six
Christmas-themed
activity ideas for
inspiration on how to
keep your children
active and develop
their fundamental PE
skills.

Tuesday
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to the sleigh - all
Re-tell the story of A Christmas Collar
whilst practising
using the stick puppets or make your own.
reading and writing
sight words.
Then use the setting description activity
sheet to encourage children to use
descriptive language to describe the
beautiful wintry setting from the story.

Addition to 20 on a number line, pictures and reading
equations.
Subtraction, using a number line, pictures and reading
equations.
Reception children will be able to practice:
A Christmas size matching activity;
A roll and colour game;
A Christmas cracker mixed number bonds game;
A Christmas addition and subtraction puzzle,
Cut-and-paste pattern activities;
Cut-and-paste number tile tasks;
Christmas bauble challenge questions;
Missing number games;
A Christmas block graph;
A Reindeer dot-to-dot activity;
A Christmas missing numbers game.

RE
(See the Wednesday
Word in Dropbox)
Read through the
Wednesday Word.
Advent is a time to
slow down and try to
remember the real
reason for Christmas –
giving thanks to God
and Jesus. Ask your
child what they think
the word Advent
means (important
arrival) What do they
know about the season
and what do they enjoy
most about it?
Use the candle
template to write an
Advent prayer. Please
send a photo of these
to me, so we can use
them in class.

